As is seen from Figs. 1-6, a linear (7), and these are shown in Table I . Figure 7 is the data of Table I by a smaller B/A temperature slope, compared with free water. The small and negative temperature slope of the contributions of the aliphatic groups to the/X(B/A)/C value of the solute (comparable with the errors of measurement) (Fig. 10) indicates that in the hydration shell of these groups, the temperature dependence of B/A differs slightly from that of bulk water.
V. SUMMARY
Experimental data on the molar increments of the nonlinearity parameter of six amino acids, in the temperature range 18 øC45 øC, have been reported. The contributions of charged and aliphatic groups to the B/A molar increment of solute versus temperature have been estimated.
In the hydration shell of the charged groups, B/A increases with temperature less rapidly than that of free water, while the temperature dependence ofB/A of the hydration shell of the aliphatic group differs slightly from that of free water.
It was shown that the nonlinearity parameter B/A, relative to sound velocity, which is one of the most widely used characteristics in hydration studies, could be very sensitive to the features of the solute hydration shell structure.
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